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 Protecting ahupua'a as Cultural Assets: 

 We hear a lot of people talking about the ahupua'a and the Hawaiʻian cultural land use 

 system and its associated traditions. ahupua'a are mentioned in every developer’s 

 manifesto and every EIS study and discussion about the culture and make-up of 

 Hawaiʻian society. But is most of this talk based upon real consultation with kanaka 

 knowledgeable about these traditional management systems, or is cultural appropriation 

 or used as cultural window dressing (culture-washing) in a developer’s portfolio or hotel 

 website? 
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 Preserving the integrity of our ahupua'a: 

 If we are really serious about preserving Hawaiʻian culture we need to be serious about 

 understanding what the ahupua'a system is from the perspective of kanaka and what it 

 does, and then do our best to protect it. ahupua'a systems themselves need to be 

 viewed and protected as cultural assets. Should we consider how proposed land uses 

 need to be beneficial to the mauka-to-makai land use system that is based around the 

 natural resources of the ahupua'a, especially its water. The gulch stream is 

 acknowledged by kanaka leaders as the backbone of most ahupua'a. And we are 

 reminded that an  ahupua'a also extends beyond the shoreline and into the ocean. The 

 nearshore resources are part of the ahupua'a and part of the kuleana of the Konohiki, or 

 in our case the County and State administrators. Practical strategies for protection of 

 ahupua'a systems should be written into our community plans and islands plans as one 

 of the central values of land management and land use. 

 Do no harm: 

 We are told that traditional kanaka teachings took the view that the use of lands and 

 nearshore resources should aim to do no harm to the resources themselves. These 

 resources needed to be healthy and available for future generations. This meant that 

 landbased uses of the ahupua'a should not harm the marine environments of the 

 ahupua'a. The upstream water users should do no harm to the downstream users as 

 well. This traditional kanaka view point has significance to stormwater management, 

 stream use, water rights, and the use of polluting chemicals. 

 A healthy thriving ahupua'a works as a landscape-scale system of land management: 

 The ahupua'a system is also a landscape-scale watershed management system. The 

 resident users of the upper ahupua'a need to constantly communicate with the lower 

 ahupua'a, and they need to be mindful of the needs and responsibilities of each other. 

 Each use or action within the ahupua'a affects the whole. It is also natural for a bountiful 

 ahupua'a to share their excess resources with other ahupua'a when appropriate, but not 

 at the expense of the provider. For example, sharing drinking water with other ahupua'a. 
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 Our Gulches are Cultural Assets that need to be Protected: 

 The Awawa (gulches) and Kahawai (streams) have always been sacred places to 

 Hawaiʻians. The gulches and streams were and are some of the most treasured and 

 highly-utilized places in many aspects of society and cultural activity. 

 Western values failed to comprehend Hawaiʻian values and religion: 

 Hawaiʻian values respected the lands and natural features as entities unto themselves 

 that man could not possess but could only caretake. These Hawaiʻian cultural values 

 helped preserve Hawaiʻi's landscape for many hundreds of years and helped to make it 

 into a self-sustainable integrated system that protected the living landscape, for its own 

 sake and for the survival of their society. 

 Development is encroaching on and destroying many Hawaiʻian cultural sites and 

 cultural assets: 

 The SM Community Plan and County and State laws need to protect these places to 

 ensure the continuity and preservation of Hawaiʻian Culture within Hawaiʻian lands. 

 Modern building practices are destroying streams, gulches, wetlands, archeological 

 sites, and other cultural assets. Developers are filling in wetlands, diverting streams, 

 and encroaching on gulches. These types of land uses are highly destructive to the 

 landscape and to the cultural uses of the landscape. Hawaiʻian culture is largely 

 nature-based, or natural systems dependent. In order to have food security, and to be 

 sustained by the land, Hawaiʻians need to protect the environment that sustains them. 

 Loss or access to cultural sites and activities: 

 Nowadays we are seeing a rapid loss of natural and cultural sites, and a lack of access 

 to natural areas such as streams and gulches, shorelines, and sacred sites. 

 For example, when a developer builds across a gulch or a stream they not only harm 

 the stream, they often eliminate access to that stream. Developments often degrade the 

 natural systems on which Hawaiʻian cultural activities depend, for example, hunting 

 gathering, ceremonial, educational, and recreational uses. Developers often force 
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 streams underground through drainage systems and build over the top of streams and 

 encroach on gulches. Culverts block right of way access along streambeds. Bridges and 

 natural streambeds should be used instead of stormwater culverts to allow for 

 pedestrian and cultural access along streamways. 

 (In the image below a stormwater culvert blocks access to the Liiliholo Stream.) 

 Hidden Streams and Hidden Wetlands: 

 There once was a wetland where the Humuhumu restaurant's pond now is, how ironic, 

 and tragic. There used to be a lot of streams running through Wailea, and many today 

 are now hidden under golf courses, fake water features, and hotel fountains. 
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 Scared Sites are being built out and hidden from view: 

 The view goes both ways. Views to the sacred sites, and views from the sacred sites. 

 Sacred Sitelines from the heiau will become blocked and boxed in as they build these 

 condos. 
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 Laws protecting Viewscapes: 

 “The current network of laws established to protect scenic resources is focused on 

 coastal lands. Areas outside of coastal lands also possess significant scenic resources 

 that could benefit from regulatory controls and preservation strategies”. (Source, Maui 

 Island Plan). 
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 (Source: Image courtesy Daygeckoart) 

 Sacred sites need setbacks to protect sitelines: 

 Sacred sites need setbacks to provide access for cultural uses, educational and 

 ceremonial use. Many archaeological sites such as heiau are celestial, solar, or lunar 

 observatories. Some Heiaus in South Maui (and elsewhere) are aligned to sacred 

 geographical features. Hawaiʻians believe that the land has life, and each Pu’u, for 

 example, may have its own creation story and its own spirit, and special significance. 

 Each of the Pu’u of South Maui have their own creation stories: 

 And are Wahi pana, Wahi Kupuna. Maintaining site lines with these features and also 

 the movement of the stars, moon, and sun is how the ancients (and current 

 contemporary practitioners) knew the seasons and the stages of agricultural, social, and 

 religious events throughout the year. 

 Heiau on ridgelines and highpoints: 

 Heiau on ridgelines, and highpoints, are the observatories, churches, timekeepers, and 

 universities of Hawaiʻian culture. Many Heiau are associated with navigational 

 purposes, and perhaps used as meteorological observatories, that would have been 

 essential for voyaging and other ocean activities.  All types of heiau and archaeological 
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 sites need better protection and preservation. Protection should include access to the 

 sites and the continuity of the site’s sitelines and context within the landscape. 

 Cultural Access to mauka/makai trails along gulches and streams: 

 All traditional Ahupuaa had mauka to makai trails along the gulches. These need to be 

 maintained and protected to ensure continued traditional and cultural uses. 

 For Example, at Waipuilani Gulch there needs to be a pedestrian underpass, not just for 

 High school kids, but also for cultural access to the gulch (kahawai). There also needs 

 to be a safe alternate cross-highway access for school kids, during flood times. 

 Gulch Riparian Setbacks are Cultural Corridors: 

 Gulches have been used for millennia as corridors. They are the Hawaiʻian highways of 

 ancient times, and they typically have the highest concentration of archaeological sites 

 and uses. The watershed engineering occurred in the gulches, auwai, loi taro, and all 

 other hydrological works centered on gulches. Gulches are where the freshwater 

 springs are, the ponds and pools. The riparian gulch areas are the sites for the Loi Kalo 

 and other irrigated agricultural areas. The laws of water use (kapuwai) were centered on 

 the gulches and streams of the ahupua'a. In respect to the protection of cultural assets 

 and for the continuity of cultural values and uses, no unnecessary constructions over 

 gulches and streambeds should be permitted. This has many benefits for safety, 

 ecology, archeology, hydrology, and culture. 

 Gulches, Streams, and Wetlands are the Libraries, museums, and universities of the 

 future: 

 The gulches are where future generations of young Hawaiʻians are going to learn about 

 and practice their culture, the gulches are the resource and the sites where future 

 archeologists are going to make discoveries and unlock the lessons from the past. 

 (Photo: Keiki learn about Muliwai (wetlands) and Hawaiʻian culture, Lāʻie Mauka 

 Wetlands). 
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 Gulch Riparian setbacks are not only for flood protection  , 

 but also for ecological protections. Protecting gulches as natural greenways where 

 native plants and animals can thrive and communicate up and down the gulches. 

 Gulches provide wildlife habitat for native plant and animal species and provide 

 opportunities for wildlife viewing and study. Preserving gulches helps meet the goals of 

 preserving wildlife habitat of endangered species. 

 Natural Open Gulches are the pathways for the Pohaku: 

 Pohaku start high on the mauka as rough volcanic rocks, and slowly migrate downslope 

 with the actions of floods and long periods of time. In a persistent process lasting 

 hundreds or thousands of years, pōhaku are turned and tumbled and shaped, as they 

 migrate “march” down the mountainsides. In the gulches they are shaped and formed 

 into treasured entities imbued with mana. The pōhaku shape the mountain, and help 
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 carve the kahawai. The kahawai is the corridor for the pōhaku. The kahawai is the “birth 

 canal” for the pōhaku and the ʻiliʻili. This is all due to the power of the Wai that mobilizes 

 the pokaku, gives them life, and transports them to their ultimate destinations.The 

 pōhaku and the forces and processes that create them are a revered and respected 

 part of Hawaiʻian culture. 

 ●  Excavating gulches removes pōhaku. 

 ●  Damming and blocking gulches blocks the path of the pōhaku. 

 ●  Pohaku, ‘ili‘il, and sand should be considered as minerals that should fall under 

 mineral protection laws. 

 ●  See mineral rights (  HRS §182-2  Mineral rights reserved to the State  ). 

 Preservation of groundwater as a cultural resource: 
 Groundwater is essential to Hawaiʻian culture, activities and dietary needs, and 
 aquaculture. The sacredness of groundwater (narrow water) is evidenced in the 
 Kumulipo. All Hawaiʻian culture and the majority of their agrarian lifestyle relies on the 
 watershed and water cycle, including groundwater which supplies the life-giving wai to 
 the springs, streams, wetlands, pools, and fishponds. The quantity and quality of 
 groundwater should be protected so that the cultural resources and natural environment 
 can remain healthy and productive. We should also not divert groundwater away from 
 wetlands, streams, and springs, that are all necessary in supporting native plants, 
 animals, aquatic ecosystems, and cultural activities. 

 Limu in Hawaiʻian Culture: 

 Limu is important to Hawaiʻian culture, it was part of the Kumulipo (creation story) and 

 part of the diet and was subject to a specific set of kapu. 

 “Limu is  one of the first organisms listed in the creation chant the Kumulipo  . It is one of 

 our most elementary organisms not only because of its character of a producer and 

 photosynthetic organism but also because of its placement in our history and culture”. 

 (Source:  https://ulukau.org/gsdl2.81/cgi-bin/cbkuula  ) 
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 Limu needs groundwater to thrive: 

 “Native marine macroalgae, also known as limu (seaweed), thrive in environments 

 created by natural groundwater seeps, specifically benefiting from the combined effects 

 of enhanced nutrients despite lowered salinity levels, according to a review published by 

 a team of University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa researchers”. 

 (  https://www.Hawaiʻi.edu/news/2022/01/25/native-algae-pristine-groundwater/  ) 

 Limu in South Maui is suffering from groundwater contamination and reduction: 
 Limu in South Maui is suffering from groundwater contamination and reduction, and 
 Many residents remember at Maui Sunset, Waipuilani park (Kawililipoa Beach) there 
 used to be great big piles of Limu, that was a favorite site for gathering limu. Nowadays 
 there is almost none. Lipoa too was known for the fragrant smell of the Lipoa Limu that 
 gave its name to the area. 

 5MGD of groundwater is used to irrigate golf courses: 
 Five million gallons of groundwater a day is pumped out of the South Maui Aquifer to 
 water golf courses. This is estimated to be about half of all of the available groundwater. 
 This water is meant to supply the natural systems, such as the streams and springs, 
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 and SGDs. These streams and springs, and SGDs are also essential as habitats for 
 endangered native species, and critical ecosystems. Maintaining water in groundwater, 
 helps gulches and streams maintain the amount of vegetation necessary to stabilize 
 soils which helps reduce erosion. This unjustified use of precious groundwater to irrigate 
 golf courses is a wasteful extraction of the waters of Hawaiʻi. The waters of Hawaiʻi are 
 a public resource, and should be used to sustain the natural environment or at least 
 used to grow food. Very few people will benefit from playing golf compared to the huge 
 amount of water used to irrigate golf courses. Golf courses also used chemicals that 
 leach down into groundwater and contaminate it. This is a double loss for the 
 environment. Because the available groundwater is reduced and becomes increasingly 
 concentrated with contaminants. 

 Changes to Golf Courses in South Maui: 
 Golf courses harm cultural and ecological resources in South Maui. No more golf 
 courses should be allowed to be built, developed, or expanded in South Maui. And 
 existing golf courses should either be phased out or modified to be water-saving. The 
 current levels of water use for golf courses is harmful and needs to be reduced. Golf 
 courses should be using the unused portion of reclaimed R1 water, before extracting 
 groundwater. 
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 Over extracting groundwater reduces its quantity and quality: 
 Extracting groundwater for aesthetic and arbitrary recreational purposes such as 
 watering golf courses, lowers the water table. The water table is the top surface of the 
 groundwater. This also reduces the hydrostatic pressure of the fresh layer of 
 groundwater on the underlying brackish and saltwater layers (the freshwater pushes 
 down on the salt layers and keeps them out of the freshwater lens). When too much 
 groundwater is extracted from the aquifer, the saltwater table rises and contaminates 
 wells and drinking water supplies. This is a recipe for disaster because sea levels are 
 already rising and causing the saltwater table to rise. Rising saltwater tables harm soils 
 and degrade agricultural productivity in the affected lands. Reducing the amount of 
 available groundwater also changes the chemistry and quality of the water in the soils 
 that support wetlands and other groundwater-dependent environments. 
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 Hawaiʻian culture and SGD (Submerged Groundwater Discharges): 
 SDGs are groundwater springs that emerge under the surface of the ocean. Many 
 nearshore SGD springs were highly prized resources. Drinking water was collected in 
 the ocean by people swimming and diving down to these springs and collecting drinking 
 water in gourds. SGD would provide freshwater long after streams were dry and 
 land-based sources of water became scarce. SGD in the South Maui region’s leeward 
 watershed would have been particularly important because of the limited supply of 
 surface water compared to the windward side of the islands. 

 SGD were vital to the Aquaculture of the Fishponds: 
 It should also be noted that Fishponds (Loko Kuapa) were located at stream mouths not 
 only to regulate and benefit from surface water, but also for the benefit from SGDs. SGD 
 (groundwater discharges/springs) would help create the ideal conditions to grow the 
 limu in the ponds that was used to feed the fish stocks therein. The limu in the fishponds 
 would thrive because of the life-giving wai in groundwater. 

 Pollution in Stormwater: 
 Deer are bark-strippers. Many observers have indicated that it makes up a big portion of 
 the debris that comes down in the muddy floodwaters (as in the example photo below). 
 That and livestock, deer, and other and feral ungulate fecal matter (poop). The resulting 
 pollution creates a raft of loose, woody, odorous, fecal-infused detritus that can pile up a 
 foot or two deep on shorelines and can contaminate the ocean. 
 North-Kihei-Beach-Stormwater-Pollution-Debris-field.jpg 
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 Preserving Stormwater Wetlands as Natural and Cultural Area Preserves: 
 The flood zones, open spaces, and wetlands need to be preserved not only as 
 “Stormwater Wetlands”, but as “Natural Area Preserves”, and also as “Cultural Area 
 Preserves”. (Photo DDorn: Lāʻie Mauka and Lāʻie Makai Wetlands Group, World 
 Wetlands Day 2023) 
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 Wetlands have a strong cultural association and utilization: 
 Wetlands were the most biologically diverse and water-rich environments and were 
 highly prized and revered as such. Wetlands were also focal points of Hawaiʻian society 
 and activity. Wetlands were often enhanced and managed as agricultural and 
 aquacultural infrastructure. Wetlands (  ̀Āina Pulu)  ,  Pools (Muliwai), and Streams 
 (Kahawai) were also sites where specific deities would reside and where ritual sacrifice 
 and prayer would occur. 

 Creation of Cultural Area Preserves. 
 We need to create a new land-use classification called Cultural Area Preserve. A 
 cultural Area Preserve should be a protected place that is deemed beneficial to the 
 community for either its cultural significance, cultural history, and/or its cultural utility. 
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 Protection of the Pu’u (Cinder cones): 
 The Pu'u Cinder cones of Maui nei are also sacred places that are considered living 

 entities, and were revered as deities. Pu’u are often used as cultural markers and 

 referenced by Kahunas and the priestly class. Pu’u are sometimes also used as burial 

 sites, and have various religious purposes. There should be legal protections for Pu’u 

 as cultural sites, placed into the Community Plan. (Photo SDorn: Pu'u Ola'i, and One'uli 

 Wetland) 

 Hawaiʻian Homelands are Cultural Resources: 
 You cannot have Hawaiʻian Culture without Hawaiʻians. Keeping Hawaiʻians in Hawaiʻi 
 should be a fundamental tenet of the Community Plan. The first allocation of drinking 
 water is required to be set aside for the use of Hawaiʻian Homelands. And it is a 
 requirement that Hawaiʻian Homelands are informed before any wells are drilled on any 
 adjacent areas that could impact their water rights. 
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 Equitable usage of Wailuku Water: 
 The number one Hawaiʻian cultural resource is Wai. Water (Wai) is life and water is 
 wealth.  And our drinking water is a precious commodity not to be squandered or 
 wasted.  South Maui's drinking water comes from “Na Wai Eha” (the four great waters) 
 in West Maui, predominantly from the Iao WTF. 
 * South Maui is dependent on Wailuku water, and would not be sustainable without it. 
 * South Maui needs to use this precious gift or water responsibly and respectfully. 

 Wailuku Water usage in South Maui Rules: 
 (Suggested language for the Equitable distribution and usage conditions of Drinking 
 water in South Maui). 
 Mission Statement:  Wai (water) gives life to all things.  We must remember that all 
 living things require water, and we must put nature first. Natural ecosystems, and the 
 creatures that depend on them need water to live. So as water custodians, we humans 
 must ensure that the needs of nature are met first. 
 The non-living systems are also important as well the aquifers, and the streams that 
 distribute the life-giving water must also be respected, protected, and maintained. 
 Streams, springs, groundwater, aquifers, water tables, gulches, lakes, ponds, and 
 wetlands. These are the networks and nexuses that are the arteries of our watersheds. 
 Streams, drainageways, gulches, and the rest, need to be left in a natural and 
 proper-functioning condition wherever possible. In biological and hydrological terms, the 
 receiving body of a stream is primarily the stream itself. Gulches and Streams are in 
 themselves, water users. Also, mauka-to-makai flowing water, even if only ephemeral or 
 intermittent, is still essential for the transport of various minerals and nutrients that 
 connected ecosystems and organisms depend on. 

 Regarding human uses of Wailuku Water: 
 Wailuku Gifts a large portion of their water to South Maui. 
 South Maui would not be able to sustain itself without this gift of water. 
 Water is life and Wauilku water literally gives life to South Maui. 
 So in the interests of fairness and equitable use of the resource the provider (Wailuku) 
 and the recipient (South Maui) must abide by the following conditions and obligations: 

 Wailuku has a primary priority of obligations to: 
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 1.  Never exceed the aquifer’s capacity (go into negative aquifer balance). 
 2.  Keep water in the streams and natural kahawai to allow for healthy stream 

 habitats. 
 3.  Give water to local (proximal) native farmers, local organic farmers, and other 

 local food producers (in that order). 
 4.  Provide for the needs of the local Wailuku Community. 
 5.  Help the traditional users that have the longest stakeholding in using the water. 
 6.  Assist the upstream, closer residential community's needs next, for example, 

 Waikapu, 
 7.  Help each community downstream in order, for example, North Kihei next, then 

 Wailea last. 
 8.  Established communities have priority over newer communities. And planned 

 future communities. 
 9.  In a drought, all water restrictions will be shared equally among the users. 
 10.  Future water use and availability will depend on the healthy condition of the 

 aquifer, and the other biological, and natural indicators, such as stream 
 conditions, etc. 

 11.  The aquifer’s capacity is finite, and more pumping and water extraction from the 
 aquifer should be prohibited. 

 The recipient, South Maui, shall respect the gift of water and Show appreciation: 
 And shall show restraint and good management of its water usage practices. 

 Here are some of the obligations and conditions for all participants: 
 Wailuku is often subjected to water shortages and is asked to reduce water use, for 
 example, no watering lawns. When Wailuku has any water use restriction, then the 
 downstream users of Wailuku’s water must also abide by the same restrictions. So for 
 example, when there are irrigation restrictions at the source (in Wailuku), then there 
 must be the exact same restriction in Kihei/Wailea. 

 Water recipients must also abide by the following this code of conduct: 
 ●  No wastefulness of water. 
 ●  Water usage should be restricted to 4MGD per Acre. (Same as Oahu). 
 ●  The receiving Community must make full use of their R1 water. 
 ●  The receiving community must reuse 100% of its Wastewater and not use 

 injection wells. 
 ●  Receiving community must remove cesspools and use sewer management 

 systems, to reuse wastewater. Full compliance by 2030. 
 ●  No irrigation of large ornamental gardens. 
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 ●  No water-wasting water-features, such as waterfalls in Hotels. 
 ●  No swimming pools at the shoreline over 1 million gallons. 
 ●  Saltwater pools or seawater pools should be looked into as an alternative. 
 ●  No water parks are permitted to use Wailuku water. 
 ●  No water parks are permitted to be built in communities receiving Wailuku water. 
 ●  No Artificial Water features on Golf courses, using Wailuku water, or wasting 

 Aquifer water. (Water traps lose vast amounts of water to evaporation). 
 ●  Naturally occurring surface-water ponds from groundwater are permitted (no 

 aquifer pumping allowed). 
 ●  All new houses and commercial buildings must have water-saving low-flow 

 appliances. 
 ●  All houses in receiving communities are to have low-flow showers/toilets etc, 

 installed by 2030. 
 ●  Receiving community to maximize water reuse and must utilize graywater in new 

 constructions. 
 ●  Receiving community must be water-smart, and use rainwater catchment 

 systems and rainwater collection (rain barrels), and rain gardens. 
 ●  All new construction in the receiving community must use LID low-impact design, 

 and have porous pavements, rain gardens, and rain swales. 
 ●  Car wash must use minimum 80% recycled water (like the Hobron car wash). 
 ●  Urban Growth in receiving communities must be limited to the amount of water 

 allocated to the South Maui area. Unlimited growth is not possible. 
 ●  Prohibit any activity that contaminates the aquifer. Examples: No injection wells. 

 No forever chemicals, no toxic pesticides. 
 ●  All recipients of Wailuku water, especially commercial and agricultural users must 

 fully disclose all chemicals used on irrigated lands, with particular concerns to 
 their impacts on humans, living systems, native plants and animals, surface 
 water, groundwater, and seawater. 

 Thank you for reading my testimony, 
 Aloha, 
 David Dorn 

 Maui’s archaeological landscapes (MIP): 
 Maui’s archaeological landscapes, ethnic diversity, historic structures, and rare 
 ecosystems collectively define the island and make it unique. The combination of royal 
 fishponds, burial sites, historic sugar mills, churches, vibrant rainforests, endemic 
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 species, and spectacular views tell the tale of a mix of cultures and their relationship 
 with the surrounding natural Environment. Source: 
 https://www.mauicounty.gov/1503/Maui-Island-Plan 

 Access to shoreline and beach areas is essential for a range of recreational activities 

 (MIP)  ; surfing, swimming, fishing, diving, and canoeing  are part of Maui’s lifestyle. Many 

 of Maui’s most spectacular views are along the island’s coastline.  Coastal-land 
 preservation protects cultural and historic resources, including traditional 
 fishponds, heiau, and burial sites.  A comprehensive network of State and County 

 laws exist to preserve and enhance shoreline and coastal waters. While there are many 

 layers of regulations, the jurisdictional boundaries and inherently complex nature of the 

 hydrologic cycle present a challenge to effective coastal-resource protection. The 

 Countywide Policy Plan, at page 47, establishes the following policy: “  Protect and 
 restore nearshore reef environments and water quality.”  The corresponding 

 implementing action is: “  Develop regulations to minimize runoff of pollutants into 
 nearshore waters and reduce nonpoint and point source pollution.  ” (Source: Maui 

 Island Plan, Page 15) 

 HOA'AINA, OR ahupua'a TENANTS, in Hawai'i have rights to access both government 

 and privately owned land for traditional and customary Native Hawaiʻian subsistence, 

 cultural, and religious purposes. These rights of access have always existed and been 

 recognized in Hawai'i law. (Source: 

 https://evols.library.manoa.Hawaiʻi.edu/server/api/core/bitstreams/0bb13a5d-41ce-4131- 

 b9e9-e9374a716bec/content  ) 

 Native wildlife is important to residents (MIP)  . According to the Wildlife Values in the 

 West (2005) survey, a large majority of Hawai`i’s residents (71.4 percent) strongly 

 agree that it is important to take steps to prevent the extinction of endangered 

 species. Wildlife-viewing opportunities are worth hundreds of millions of dollars to 

 the State’s tourism industry, according to the United States Department of Interior. 

 The Countywide Policy Plan, at page 46, establishes the following policies: 

 “Preserve and reestablish indigenous and endemic species’ habitats and their 
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 Connectivity.”  “Expand coordination with the State and nonprofit agencies and their 

 volunteers to reduce invasive species, replant indigenous species, and identify critical 

 habitat.” (Source: Maui Island Plan) 

 The Hawaiʻians were very much attuned to their environment (SOEST): 

 “The Hawaiʻians were very much attuned to their environment, and the Kapu system 

 helped to protect ecosystems, assuring a sustainable food supply that would provide for 

 future generations. Land and ocean resources were held in trust by the aliʻi, or chiefs. 

 Harvest rights were overseen by a konohiki, who was an expert resource manager and 

 steward of the ahupuaʻa, which was the land division that extended from the mountains 

 to the sea, including watersheds and all nearshore marine resources that lived in the 

 intertidal zone. The konohiki had the knowledge of the life cycles of the fish, limu, crab, 

 and other invertebrates in the ocean that were near shore in the ahupuaʻa. Konohiki, in 

 turn, were advised by kūpuna, or elders, known for their particular expertise in specific 

 areas, and konohiki could place a kapu on whatever resource needed protection, 

 whether that resource was dwindling or it was simply the wrong time of year to be 

 harvesting”. (https://seagrant.soest.Hawaiʻi.edu/limu-traditions/) 

 How did an ahupuaʻa function?  “Scott (Fisher) informs us that the overarching goal of 

 the moku-ahupuaʻa system was to meet everyone’s needs for survival. Each 

 person/family had their respective kuleana (duty) to provide for the community. If you 

 were a fisher, you likely lived near the coast where you maintained fishing nets and 

 harvested food from the ocean. If you were a farmer, you would have likely lived at 

 slightly higher elevation near freshwater streams and farmed kalo (taro) and other 

 crops. Each ahupuaʻa was managed by the konohiki, a chief of among the 12 existing 

 ranks, who reported to a higher ranking aliʻi (ruler/governor). Their role was to make 

 decisions for the community and ensure that all needs were met without overtaxing 

 resources”. 

 https://www.pacificwhale.org/blog/moku-ahupua%CA%BBa-with-scott-fisher/ 
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 Approximately 5 MGD of brackish water is pumped from the Kamaʻole aquifer to irrigate 

 golf courses and other landscaping (Commission on Water Resource Management 

 (CWRM) water reporting database). (Source: Page 31, Final-SMWP-2019) 

 In Hawaiʻi, there are  approximately one hundred  names for kinds of limu, sixty of which 

 can be matched with scientific names. Hundreds of species of marine algae were once 

 found in Hawaiʻi. Many limu are edible, and used in the cuisine throughout most of 

 Polynesia.  Limu (algae) - Wikipedia 

 Limu in the Kumulipo: 

 “In the first wā, the sea urchins and limu (seaweed) were born. The limu was connected 

 through its name to the land ferns. Some of these limu and fern pairs include: ʻEkaha 

 and ʻEkahakaha, Limu ʻAʻalaʻula and ʻalaʻalawainui mint, Limu Manauea and Kalo 

 Maunauea upland taro, Limu Kala and ʻakala berry. These plants were born to protect 

 their sea cousins. Limu played a vital role in the Hawaiʻian diet, and it was entirely within 

 the purview of the womens’ role not only to gather and prepare, but to provide for its 

 consumption and use by the entire community”. 

 (Source:  https://seagrant.soest.Hawaiʻi.edu/limu-traditions/  ) 

 Groundwater in the Kumulipo: 
 “The broad water and the narrow water” the phrase comes from the Kumulipo- the Hawaiʻian 

 Creation Myth, Hanau kane ia Wai‘ololi, o ka wahine ia Wai’olola. “Born was man for the narrow 

 stream, the woman for the broad stream”  This signifies the two types of water; the streams and 

 the underground water. (Source  https://blogs.ksbe.edu/adakina/files/2008/02/kumulipo-text.pdf  ) 

 The word pōhaku means  stone or rock  . Pōhaku or rocks are a foundational element of 

 our culture. We have thrived here for centuries through the usefulness of pōhaku. The 

 pōhaku were used to set the foundation of our houses, our heiau and our lo'i. 

 https://www.Hawaiʻinewsnow.com/video/2020/01/24/Hawaiʻian-word-day-pōhaku/ 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limu_(algae)#:~:text=In%20Hawaii%2C%20there%20are%20approximately,cuisine%20throughout%20most%20of%20Polynesia.
https://seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/limu-traditions/
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https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/video/2020/01/24/hawaiian-word-day-pohaku/


 Types and Uses of Pōhaku:  Hawai‘i is built on a firm physical foundation of volcanic 

 rock and coral reefs. As time passes, erosion of land and formation of pōhaku have 

 resulted. Each pōhaku, ‘ili‘ili, and ko‘a were once part of a larger mass. These pōhaku 

 were used to create a foundation for hale (houses), kuapā (fishpond walls), and heiau 

 (temples). Our kūpuna believed that there is mana (power, strength) in everything. 

 Today we continue to use pōhaku as traditional tools to perpetuate our Hawaiʻian 

 cultural practices. 

 https://papahanakuaola.org/kukulu-kahua-2/kukulu-kahua-types-and-uses-of-pohaku/ 

 §182-2  Mineral rights reserved to the State.  (a)  All minerals in, on, or under state 

 lands or reserved lands are reserved to the State; provided that the board may release, 

 cancel, or waive the reservation whenever it deems the land use, other than mining, is 

 of greater benefit to the State as provided for in section 182-4.  The minerals are 

 reserved from sale or lease except as provided in this chapter.  A purchaser or lessee of 

 the lands shall acquire no right, title, or interest in or to the minerals.  The right of the 

 purchaser or lessee shall be subject to the reservation of all the minerals and to the 

 conditions and limitations prescribed by law providing for the State and persons 

 authorized by it to prospect for, mine, and remove the minerals, and to occupy and use 

 so much of the surface of the land as may be required for all purposes reasonably 

 extending to the mining and removal of the minerals therefrom by any means 

 whatsoever. (Cont…) 

 https://www.capitol.Hawaiʻi.gov/hrscurrent/vol03_ch0121-0200d/HRS0182/HRS_0182-0 

 002.htm 

 GLOSSARY: 

 (courtesy: https://savethewetlands.org/Hawaiʻian-wetland-and-watershed-words/) 

 Ahupuaʻa (land division extending from mountains to the sea and into the ocean) 

 ̀Āina Pulu (eye-nah poo-loo) = Wetland 

 Ali‘i nui (supreme chief, ruler) 

 Auwai (a water channel) 

 Awawa (gulch) 
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https://papahanakuaola.org/kukulu-kahua-2/kukulu-kahua-types-and-uses-of-pohaku/
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/vol03_ch0121-0200d/HRS0182/HRS_0182-0002.htm
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/vol03_ch0121-0200d/HRS0182/HRS_0182-0002.htm


 Heiau (an ancient Hawaiʻian temple or sacred site) 

 ‘Ili Ahupuaʻa  (each Ahupuaʻa was cut into smaller slivers of land which the commoners 

 or Maka’ainana possessed) 

 Kahakai (beach, shoreline) 

 Kahawai (stream) 

 Kahoʻolawe (an island of Hawaiʻi) 

 Kahu wai (one in charge of water rights) 

 Kai (sea, seawater) 

 Ke Ala Polohiwa a Kanaloa (Winter Solstice) 

 Kilo (first-hand knowledge, wisdom, gained by experiencing and observing something, 

 especially nature) 

 Konohiki (each Ahupuaʻa was managed by a headman called a Konohiki) 

 Kuleana (responsibility, a piece of land) 

 Kuleana wai (water rights) 

 Kumulipo (the Hawaiʻian creation chant) 

 Loʻi (irrigated wet flooded field/patch) 

 Loko I’a (fish ponds) 

 Loko I’a kalo (combines taro and fish ponds) 

 Loko kuapa (walled fish ponds) 

 Loko puuone (brackish water ponds) 

 Loko Wai (freshwater ponds) 

 Lolo kai (flood) 

 Māla (a non-flooded garden that receives sufficient moisture from rainfall) 

 Mālama ʻĀina (to care for the land) 

 Mana (pervasive supernatural or magical power) 

 Mo‘olelo (stories) 

 Mokupuni o Hawai’i  (Hawaiʻian Islands) 

 Moʻolelo (a story) 

 Muliwai (a wetland, pool, or estuary) 

 ̒Ōlelo Hawaiʻi (Hawaiʻian Language) 

 Poʻowai (stone dam) 
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 Punawai (spring) 

 Puʻuone (sand dune) 

 Ua (rain) 

 Wahi (place) 

 Wahi Pana (storied places) 

 Wai (water, freshwater) 

 Wai ʻino (stormwater) 

 Wailele (waterfall) 

 REFERENCES: 

 Hawaiʻian Watershed Words 

 https://savethewetlands.org/Hawaiʻian-wetland-and-watershed-words/ 

 Pu’u Mythology:  https://puke.ulukau.org/ulukau-books/ 

 Kumulipo Creation Story:  https://ulukau.org/ulukau-books/?a=d&d=EBOOK-BECKWITH 

 Kumulipo  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kumulipo 

 Limu Traditions:  https://seagrant.soest.Hawaiʻi.edu/limu-traditions/ 

 Limu and Groundwater: 

 https://www.Hawaiʻi.edu/news/2022/01/25/native-algae-pristine-groundwater/ 

 Edible Limu:  https://www.Hawaiʻi.edu/reefalgae/publications/ediblelimu/ 

 Limu Lipoa: 

 https://www.waikikiaquarium.org/experience/plants-seaweeds/seaweeds/limu-lipoa/ 

 Central Maui Aquifer: 

 https://www.mauicounty.gov/DocumentCenter/View/113352/Central-Aquifer-Sector-Area 

 -Chapter-15-Final-Draft 

 South Maui R-1 Recycled Water Verification Study: 

 https://www.mauicounty.gov/DocumentCenter/View/12704/South-Maui-R-1-Recycled- 

 Are Pu’u Cinder cones considered sacred in Hawaiʻi? 

 http://kahea.org/issues/sacred-summits/sacred-landscape 

 Southwest Maui Watershed Management Plan Final Report 2019 

 https://www.mauiwatershed.org/_files/ugd/c0882d_95…d81fcdcb.pdf 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kumulipo
https://seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/limu-traditions/
https://www.hawaii.edu/news/2022/01/25/native-algae-pristine-groundwater/
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https://www.mauicounty.gov/DocumentCenter/View/113352/Central-Aquifer-Sector-Area-Chapter-15-Final-Draft
https://www.mauicounty.gov/DocumentCenter/View/12704/South-Maui-R-1-Recycled-Water-Verification-Study
http://kahea.org/issues/sacred-summits/sacred-landscape
https://www.mauiwatershed.org/_files/ugd/c0882d_9514cad08a164e67a2e81fe9d81fcdcb.pdf


 Groundwater Status Report 

 https://health.Hawaiʻi.gov/sdwb/files/2020/04/HI.2018GroundwaterStatusReport 

 Ahupuaʻa GIS Layer Storymap 

 https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/1ad9fcf7f2c345a58adef0997fce9b5d 

 Maui Island Plan (MIP) 

 https://www.mauicounty.gov/1503/Maui-Island-Plan 
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https://health.hawaii.gov/sdwb/files/2020/04/HI.2018GroundwaterStatusReportWithAppendices.pdf
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https://www.mauicounty.gov/1503/Maui-Island-Plan



